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The Godhead Charioteer :
Victorious in the Central Sun & On Earth
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Harvest Conclave

October 7-11, 2020

Be God Victorious!

Great Divine Director — September 26, 2020
The Great Divine Director understands how challenging
it is to go through many lifetimes. But you have made many right
decisions and accomplished great work in your incarnations.
Because there is a Hierarchy of Light, your Mighty I AM Presence
can receive counsel on how your lifestream needs to advance in
a given incarnation. And for you in incarnation, it only takes a
moment to attune with your Presence and know what is the right
course to take. This Holy Day celebrates the moment of your first
incarnation and of each incarnation when your Heart Flame began
to establish life within the womb. There is a new burst of Light
with each Coming-To Be, and there will be a burst of Light when
your Destiny is fulfilled and you rise into the Ascension. This is the
goal of life! And your Victory is assured because the Mighty I AM
Presence is always Victorious!

Consciously Living the Ascended Master Way of Life

®

Discourse — October 7, 2020
This welcoming Discourse sets out the goal of the
Conclave, which is to provide an in-depth training in the nuanced
Principles of Cosmic Law. These Principles may have been
dismissed as already known, but they need to be understood
more clearly so they become a part of the way you live your life.
Certain of these Principles of the Law have been missed due to
the untransmuted substances of the four lower bodies. By studying
these points in order to be able to perform the Law yourself in
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cooperation with your Presence, the Law will work through you
to such an extent that you will be astonished. You will be able to
live the Ascended Master Way of Life® rather than two separate
lives, one inner devotional life and one outer life. This Discourse
highlights six major human mindsets that will be addressed during
the Conclave, the main one being the sense of duality. You will be
pulling out impure threads from the tapestry of your understanding
that mar the Divine Design for your life.

Chart Your Destiny According to Divine Will

Apollo — October 7, 2020
Apollo, the Mighty Elohim of Illumination’s Flame,
comes with his bow and quiver to assist you in bringing forth
an even greater momentum of Light and communion with
your Mighty I AM Presence. He reminds you that his Gift, the
Sun-Ray Compass can play a part in helping you so you will not
miss a step on your way. Before your first Incarnation you were
in the Realms of the Great Central Sun. You knew that Holy and
Sacred Realm, and when you came into Incarnation you still
had the full communion with your I AM Presence through the
Christ Presence. Give your attention daily to your Heart Flame,
maintaining your ritual of communion so your True Identity can
come to the fore and lead you by the hand, guiding you in right
decisions and choices of activities until you are fulfilling the very
Fullness of the Will of God. Allow your Heart Flame to once more
breathe into your life and activities. Your Presence will then unfurl
its fragrant essence, unique intonation, and song.

The Mystery of the Third Secret Ray of Divine Sacrifice

Discourse — October 8, 2020
The keynote of this Conference is Godhead Victorious,
the Victory of your Mighty I AM Presence. Before coming into
embodiment, your Presence resolved to obtain God Dominion
and Mastery over all Realms of Creation, especially the Life
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Forces that govern these realms. So your Presence will be the
part of your Identity that performs the Victory. By you holding
open the doorway into the Electronic Circle of your own Presence,
your Presence can perform for you and through you the miracles
of manifesting Perfection in your outer life. Your Presence is
always Victorious, so long as that Presence is invoked and given
the Authority to act in your life. In order to go beyond a certain
point of attainment, all must be given back to your Presence. The
Mystery of the Third Secret Ray of Divine Sacrifice is the utter
Givingness of all that you are outwardly in this world, your very
self, back to your Presence without reserve. This is a ritual you can
practice. When you give your all to your Presence, this allows your
Presence to more powerfully enfold your four lower bodies in your
Christ Presence and your Causal Body Presence — the return gift
of the Christed Radiance.

Open Your Heart to the Flame of God Love

Nada — October 8, 2020
Nada schools you on knowing what it means to enter into
the Love of God. Love is never truly understood unless there is an
understanding of the Presence of God. She reminds you that your
Heart Flame is the Source of all that is good within your life. And it
is that goodness that flows freely from your own God Presence —
daily, hourly, moment-by-moment. Nada teaches what will allow the
unfurling of your Threefold Flame to encompass the entirety of your
Being, what allows for the Sacrifice of the givingness of your Heart,
and how to be the open door for your Presence to establish its Kingdom
upon Earth. She reminds you that the “I AM” is a Fohat of your God
Presence. Used wisely, it will bring about all that is God Good and open
the doorway into the Elemental Forces of Nature to allow your Heart to
appropriate the gifts that are there waiting for you. It is only when the
door to your Heart is open that your Holy Christ Presence can usher in
the pure Love that is so desired — the Love that is the Heart of your
I AM Presence that loves you beyond measure!
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The Discipline to Abide in the Presence of God

Discourse — October 8, 2020
This Discourse contrasts two stories of Orpheus
with events in the life of David Lloyd and Alexander Gaylord,
illustrating the need to trust the timing of your Presence concerning
your Victory, no matter what outer circumstances may report to
you. Human doubt, questioning, and impatience will break the
connectivity with your Presence. Saint Germain said you cannot
know God if there is an acceptance of anything opposed to God.
Reports of imperfection coming from the outer world must be
denied and known to be unreal. Give your calls to protect your
consciousness from the worldly reports and turn your attention,
with a single-eyed focus, to the Perfection of your Presence,
to the Beauty of the Buddhic Realm, to the Perfection of the
Nirvanic World, and on into the Great Central Sun. Holding the
thread of connectivity to that Still Small Voice of the Presence
speaking within you, even in the midst of the tumult of life, takes
a steely determination. A helpful key is to visualize the completed
fulfillment of your desire and allow your Presence to choose how
and when your Victory will come.

The Necessity Ray Allows You to Stand in the Fullness of God
Leto — October 8, 2020
Ascended Lady Master Leto discusses with you what it
is like to stand undaunted in the face of a challenging situation and
be able to bring calm to it or dissipate it. She describes how She
went through such Initiations, as all do in their unique way. Were it
not for the Presence of God she would have crumbled with fear or
used some other human solution in those situations. You have built
a foundation with your calls and your experiences of communion
with your Mighty I AM Presence. You have what it takes to take
command, you needn’t shrink back. Maybe you will be called to
protect someone or to face your fear in some way. Whatever it is, the
solution is to hold to the Presence of God. If you feel unprepared at
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present, then calling upon the Most High at your altar will connect
you to the Mind of God and you will become aware of the areas
in your consciousness that need to be strengthened and given the
sustenance of your Mighty I AM Presence.

An Indian Summer’s Morn and Major Henderson’s Head

Discourse — October 9, 2020
Giving your all to your Mighty I AM Presence means
giving both your heart and mind. The carnal mind can, if undetected,
appropriate enough of the student’s thoughts and feelings to cause
doubt and incredulity and prevent further progress on the Path. Your
Ascended Master sponsors are absolutely faithful to the Authority
of your Presence. However, for the Presence and Masters to act in
your world, your outer self also has to give its Authority to your
Mighty I AM Presence. This is what is shown in the three stories
retold in this Discourse, of Major Henderson and Blavatsky, Olcott
and El Morya, and the children in the Cave of Symbols with Virgo
and Pelleur. Bringing this carnal mind under God control requires
a total identification with your Heart Flame. After calling on the
Violet Flame, you can invoke the Golden Liquid Light from the
Heart of your Electronic Body and see it come into the brain of the
physical body, reconnecting the brain cells with the Golden Plume,
allowing the Christ Mind to take command.

Mankind Needs the Violet Flame

Kwan Yin — October 9, 2020
The Goddess of Mercy, Kwan Yin, August Member
of the Karmic Board, streams forth the Mercy and Love of God
with the Violet Transmuting Flame. Having vowed to continue
to extend this blessing of her Life and Momentum until every
Son and Daughter of God is ascended, She assures you that She
answers every call on the instant, thus freeing you to win your
Victories. In addition to her assistance, you have the responsibility
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to maintain your Freedom, to go within your Heart Flame to deal
with any karma or repetitive negative patterns that arise in your
world with the Flames of Transmutation, especially the Violet
Flame. The Violet Flame will remove karma, dissolve anxiety, and
consume negativity. Having accomplished this work of invocation
and committing your Heart Flame to your Mighty I AM Presence,
you can once more rise into the rarefied atmosphere of your
Christhood. Remain in the Eternal Now and do not be preoccupied
with outer circumstances, for your Mighty I AM Presence can
change the course of your life effortlessly with one Ray of Light.

The Importance of Raising the Vibration
of Your Physical Body

Discourse — October 9, 2020
This Discourse delves deeper into the Truths of the
Godhead Charioteer Victorious in the Great Central Sun and on
Earth. We are reminded of the Oneness of God Consciousness
that expresses from The One through each level, all the way to the
earth plane. The Mighty I AM Presence is intended to unfold its
Ascended Master Light in every plane and sub-plane, including
those of the gross physical. Despite the human discord still present
within the lower bodies, they are ultimately meant to be glorified
with the Ascended Master Light of the Presence as it gains mastery.
The Presence is Victorious through these bodies when they are
accelerated, purified, and perfected through your decrees and
disciplines. Saint Germain has said that the physical body can
be accelerated beyond your wildest imagination! This has been
demonstrated with the Atomic Accelerator which the Ascended
Masters have employed to assist in the magnification of the Light
of the Electronic Body moving out through every cell of the
physical bodies of certain adepts prior to making their Ascensions,
purifying and accelerating them to the point of becoming dazzling
White Light, free from the pull of gravity.
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Hold the Vision of Your Victory

God Tabor — October 9, 2020
The Elohim of the Earth Element, God Tabor, desires that
you appreciate your physical body as a vehicle in which your Heart
Flame is able to operate. He teaches you how you can fulfill your
responsibility to keep it healthy through the acceleration of that
Heart Flame. You are like the Earth that is charged with Currents
of Light by the Elohim. You can heal your body with Healing
Currents and Violet Flame and enter into the work of healing the
Earth as well, so quiet and Peace can return. While others may
not understand the importance of the physical body, nor accept the
possibility that God works through the four lower bodies we wear,
you have learned the Truth of Cosmic Law® and have the Vision
and surety that one day the Flame upon the Altar of your Heart will
carry you into the Fullness of the Mighty I AM Presence in the
Ascension in the Light. Hold the Vision, keep the Purity in your
life, and allow for the Presence of God to abide where you are
always.

Returning to the Consciousness of The One

Discourse — October 10, 2020
The purpose of the Holy Day of Godhead Victorious is for
you to reconnect with the awareness of the Presence of the Godhead
as One, to make new pathways between your current awareness and
the All-Pervading God Reality, leading to the ultimate Victory of the
reunion of the four lower bodies with the Mighty I AM Presence. This
Discourse describes beautifully how the lower realms are part of this
Oneness, how they unfold seamlessly Realm upon Realm from the
Great Central Sun. There is no imperfection anywhere. The Presence
is victorious and in charge everywhere. The only way anything
negative can reside in your consciousness is if you have given power
to an outer world appearance. Saint Germain said he was able to free
Himself by using the Fiat: You have no power! He would use this
when imperfection appeared in his world. By doing this you keep
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your Tube of Light and Electronic Circle intact and you can have the
full overshadowing of your Christ Presence. You can live the life your
Presence desires, one of creativity, self-expression, and Love.

Be the Conductor of the Keynote of Your God Presence

Cyclopea — October 10, 2020
Cyclopea imparts a clearing of your third-eye vision, so
you can have a keener perception of your True Identity which is the
Mighty I AM Presence. He encourages you to hold tightly to your
connection with that Presence, which is alive and vibrant with the
conscious awareness of its own Individuality. The Vision it holds
is always in keeping with the Allness of God. When you breathe
the breath of life upon those High Ideals your Presence desires
you to express and bring into manifestation through the Elemental
Forces of Nature, you are like the conductor of a great symphony
playing the Keynote of your own God Presence with the melody
of all the attributes and dynamics that are to come forth. There is
no loss in giving your all to your Presence. Allow for its strength
to be the guiding principle in all things in your life and hold to the
unwavering Vision of your Ascension.

Q&A With Monroe Shearer

October 10, 2020
The Anointed Representative Monroe Julius Shearer
answers questions posed by students on the Teachings presented
during the Conference. Topics included ascending back into the
Mighty I AM Presence and knowing oneself as that Presence while
also giving adoration to the Great I AM; the nature of the Monads
and their relationship to the Great Central Sun; Saint Germain’s
meaning of Love; the action of the Helicon Solar Shield and its
interaction with the Mighty I AM Presence; focused and effortless
decreeing; and how long it takes to know the Oneness of God.
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Complete Faith and Trust in the Presence

Discourse — October 11, 2020
The Masters hope your greatest Faith and Trust will
always be with your own Mighty I AM Presence, not just knowing
your Presence’s Love for you, but its ability to fill you with its
Power and Light in answer to your calls. If you lack Faith in
your Presence, you can ask your Presence to help you while you
visualize a pale Blue Light coming forth from the Heart of your
Presence and completely surrounding you. Return it back to the
Heart of your Presence. And as you practice repeating this cycle,
your Faith will increase, and you will know that everything you
require for your Service to Life will be provided by the Bounty of
your Mighty I AM Presence.

Use the Life You Have Been Given Victoriously

Jesus — October 11, 2020
Jesus asks if you are anchoring the Light of God and if
you are allowing that Light to ripple out and to love God in all of
Life. He provides invaluable instruction on attaining the Higher
Estate of Life that He knows as “God Love” and that you know
as an Ascended Master Way of Life®. Jesus teaches you what
your Threefold Flame allows, why your emotional body must be
disciplined, and what will unfold the Divine Direction of your
life. He also instructs on what will enable your Thread of Contact
with the Mind of God, what overcoming is, and what making wise
decisions is all about. Jesus reveals what occurs when God Love
is present, and what makes it impossible to turn against God or
any part of God’s Life. He explains why your attention to detail is
important, and why putting your transgressions against God in Life
into the Flame is all-important. Let Jesus teach you the standard
with which to convey the Truth of your Identity of your Presence
in Action within you! And discover what will allow the intonation of
that Perfect Pitch of your Presence’s Keynote to take command of your
life — and when God and your Presence will be Victorious in you!
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See Only Victory

Mighty Victory — October 11, 2020
Mighty Victory sends forth his Momentum of Victory
to you, proclaiming the Godhead Victorious of your own I AM
Presence, here and now! Victory is all you should see, for your
own Presence knows only Victory! Your Presence has entered
into Incarnation in order to establish a Pillar of Light upon the
Earth, that radiates out and becomes the Symphony of God Life
that knits together the Family of God with the Entire Spirit of the
Brotherhood of Light! That is the Golden Age that is intended to
come. Mighty Victory presents a magnificent visualization of the
Divine Patterns that will be anchored when the Earth attains its
Golden Age as Regulus. It is important for you to hold the Vision
for the Victory of your own Christ Light and the Freedom that you
can express right where you are! Let the Glory of God be anchored
in the Earth by your calls, your momentum, and your devotions to
God! Embrace the Glory of God, and allow it to fill you and to lift
you into the Allness of God!
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THE FIAT LUX
MOMENT
PART II

Acropolis Sophia
October 12 - 18, 2020
Charge Your World with the Light and
Perfection of Your Presence

Discourse — October 12, 2020
In this Acropolis Sophia, you will learn about the
Coming-To-Be of your Presence, which is the meaning of “The
Incarnation” — that your Presence is the Heart that is taking on the
vehicles and the elements that have been prepared for that Heart
Flame’s unfolding. You will learn about the Initiations when your
Presence says, “Let’s see how well my Heart Flame in embodiment
can stand in its own Light in connection with me, invoking the
Light that will produce Mastery over the elements.” And you
will learn the importance of cultivating such a momentum of the
Coming-To-Be of your Presence through your Heart and four lower
bodies that will cause so much blazing Light that you will easily
dismiss appearances and win the Victory of the God Mastery and
the God Dominion that your Presence has sought by incarnating.
Understand how the Light coming forth can charge your immediate
aura and everything in your life, sustaining Perfection and quickly
annihilating anything less than Perfection in your world. That is the
High Ideal of Godhead Victorious! It is the Coming-To-Be of your
own Presence in your world, charging your world, and making all
of it the Temple of the Most High Living God!
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A Closer Communion with Your Mighty I AM Presence

Maha Chohan — October 12, 2020
The Maha Chohan instructs you on the Coming-To-Be
of your Presence into the whole of your life, on the Law of the
AM-ness of your Presence, and on what is expected of the Christ.
When you are in attunement with your Heart all the way to your
Presence, that same attunement carries you into the Heart of the
Great I AM, into the Heart of The One, and into the Heart of
the Allness of God. Explaining the importance of this Charged
Radiance of the Holy Christ Presence, the Maha Chohan teaches
how to strengthen the Charge of the Light of your Presence into
your vehicles, and the resulting Responsibility that comes with
that Charge. Always remember to expand your call, invoking your
Presence and the Ascended and Cosmic Beings to respond to any
Heart Flame that is in need. Do not underestimate the Power of
God that you can draw forth. When you are in the Presence of God,
hold fast to all that you can draw back to your outer memory when
your experience ends. Jot it down so that you can be reminded by
your Christic notes of your experience with the Most High.

Divine Providence is Your Motivation
to Forge New Momentums

Discourse — October 13, 2020
Your Presence wants a sufficiency of mastery in this
world of form in all of the Seven Bands of the Causal Body, in all
of the Five Secret Rays, in the primal attributes of Love, Wisdom,
and Power, and in the Alpha and Omega polarities. The Vision
of your Perfection is held in the Pattern of the Electronic Body
of your Presence so that can be the motivation of your Path. This
Pattern is perceptible to the Ascended Masters and works in close
conjunction with the Great I AM and the Providence of the Great
I AM. The Consciousness of the Great I AM is best epitomized in
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all that is meant by Providential Love and Foreknowing. The Law
of the Being of that Great I AM is to envision the best for every part
of God Reality, most especially for all of the Individualizations of
its own Being. As you cultivate a blazing aura, practicing the Ritual
of Godhead Victorious, pursue that attainment that your Presence
insists upon before the Ascension may take place. And when you
must master something that you do not have a natural momentum
on, let Providence be your motivation. Aspire to the Perfection that
the Great I AM has decreed for you!

Divine Providence Streams Forth to Light Your Path

Archeia Aurora — October 13, 2020
Archeia Aurora brings the dawning of a new day of
consciousness. She teaches you what will help you stand firmly
fixed in the Charge of Light and Momentum of the Coming-To-Be
of Divine Providence in your life, and what will hinder this. As
you develop your sensitivities to the Mind of God, your own I AM
Presence in the Office of your Christhood, as you recognize the
Charge of Light for your emotional body that is intended to lift you
into the Christ Mind, and as the Love of God is imparted to you
to magnetize more of God into your life, then you are prepared to
move forward and fulfill your next cycle. For you to fulfill Divine
Providence, your Heart Flame must soar! For that is the Charge of
the Threefold Flame elevated into the Christ Consciousness that
allows for the Patterns of Divine Providence to unfold in Divine
Order according to what is to occur. To fulfill Divine Providence,
there must also be the cooperation of the Threefold Flame of your
Heart and your spiritual centers, with the Kundalini Fire established
as a Rod of Power. Hold fast to the understanding that you are the
Mighty I AM Presence in Action!
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The Charged Forcefield of the Aura and Four Lower Bodies

Discourse — October 13, 2020
This week of Acropolis is about the practice of your
own I AM Presence as the All-in-All of your being and your life.
Blessings and benefits come from cultivating and maintaining the
Charge of Light coming from your Presence and building a charged
aura and forcefield that is brimming with Ascended Master Light
and Perfection. You have the ability to charge anything in your life
with the Perfection of your Presence. Every I AM Presence is a
limitless Source of The Good and The One. Saint Germain says it
is the duty of every student to know that their Presence is focused
through them and their vehicles and around them at all times. Your
bodies are to be a grail that lets the surplus Charge continue on
its journey into the world as the glad free gift of Life and Love
to bless every part of life. You must expand your calls to include
all mankind, because your Presence can effortlessly charge all
mankind as well as you. Your physical body and etheric body can
have that blazing aura of Ascended Master Light flowing through
them. And your body can be attuned to resonate with the programs
of the Central Sun!

The Pillar of the Blue Flame of the Holy Kumaras

Surya — October 13, 2020
Elohim Surya presents a Sacred Teaching on the Will of
God, and on Sanatka and the Holy Kumaras. He instructs that it
takes the Will of your Heart Flame to infuse your consciousness
to enter into the Will of God, to know what it means to chart
your Destiny according to that Divine Will, and how there is an
empowerment that occurs when that Will is actively engaged.
Surya instructs you on the Office of the Holy Kumaras and their
Charge of the Virgin Consciousness of Purity that is most important
to the holding together of life as it exists on Earth. The Flame of the
Will of God in the Blue Pillar of Sanatka sends forth the Charge
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of Divine Providence. When Divine Providence comes forth from
The One, it is instilled within the Temple of the Holy Kumaras as a
foundation of the Charge of Momentum in all of the God Qualities that
are to manifest for the Kingdom of God to appropriate. Surya holds
fast to the Vision for your Victory in fulfilling the Will of God. And you
have the support of the Elohim in overcoming any limitation that may
still need to be transmuted and disciplined in your outer vehicles.

The Spherical Cosmic Awareness of Your True Selfhood

Discourse — October 14, 2020
One goal of this class is for you to be lifted into sharing
the Consciousness of your own Beloved Mighty I AM Presence.
Being One with the Great I AM, your Presence does not separate
itself from the awareness of the Great I AM, whatever realm its
Heart Flame is in. When you can hold the past, present, and future
awareness of the Great Central Sun, your consciousness becomes
God Consciousness, and you are reuniting with your original God
Awareness. You are always within the Bosom of the Great Central
Sun. At each level of Coming-To-Be, the Consciousness of the
Great I AM flows forth and then back to its Source, gradually
lowering itself into the earth plane so there is an unbroken
communion with the Great I AM.

Be the Constant Conscious Christ Command of Your Presence

Hyperion — October 14, 2020
Elohim Hyperion explains how the Elohim issue the Constant
Conscious Christ Command, calling upon the Archangels, the Chohans,
and the Holy Kumaras to bring forth Divine Wisdom. Sometimes the
Sons and Daughters of God stumble upon Cosmic Law and there is a
moment of transformation and revelation of their True Identity. But you
must hold fast to the Charge of Purity to issue the Constant Conscious
Christ Command to assure your call will be answered. Call forth the
Flame of Sa Ananda for his Virgin Consciousness and for all in Divine
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Order to come forth. You have all you require here and now to enter
into greater communion with the Holy Kumaras and to draw forth
Divine Providence and the Golden Age.

The Foundation of The Good and The One

Discourse — October 14, 2020
You cannot exhaust all of the Goodness that is within The
Good. Everything that has pressed through to the earth realm has
its Eternal Reality in the Great Central Sun. Everything real desires
The Good because it remembers what it was like to be The Good.
This is the driving force that not only sustains the circulations
within the Great Central Sun, but it is the great in-breath that draws
all back to be as close to The Good and The One as possible. Love
is the givingness of the Divine Self that is the Individualization of
The Good and The One constantly going forth. The Mighty I AM
Presence can manifest anything and everything because it is all
there in the Great Central Sun.

The Meaning of Entering Into God Love

Kronos — October 14, 2020
The Ascended and Cosmic Beings stream forth their
Love for God so that you might have the tangible Reality of the
magnificent Consciousness of the Most High. When you bring this
Momentum into your life and make it your own, establishing Divine
Service to God in Life under the canopy of the Will of God and
Illumination’s Flame, the Threefold Action of your Heart Flame
unfurls with greater momentum in your life. You can expand that
Love as far and as wide as your ability to draw upon the Allness of
God. When the Elohim, the Archangels, and the Chohans require
an exceptional concentration of Purity, they draw upon the Pillars
of the Holy Kumaras. Embrace the Truth of your Identity as God
Love and give the Christ Command: I AM God Love.
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The Coming-To-Be of Saint Germain’s Cloud

Discourse — October 15, 2020
The Universal Light is at your service. Saint Germain’s
Cloud has been activated for many adepts by the action of their
Christ Presence in conjunction with their I AM Presence. The Cloud
is a transitional stage that is the earliest phase of the coming forth of
Light from the Great Central Sun into the Realms of Manifestation.
It is not completely qualified, but established in time and space
and receptive to becoming whatever it needs to become. These
points of Light are indeed alive. A primary key to establishing the
Cloud is the issuance of the Conscious Cosmic Christ Command
to the intelligence within that Light. Your call should be the outpicturing of what you wish. The Christ Presence knows how that
outcome is to be achieved, and it reaches into the I AM Presence
and draws from the Presence the exact ingredients needed. The
I AM Presence is the Doer, acting on the Universals, the Monads
of Light in the Central Sun, qualifying the forcefield of the Monads
of Light to produce your desired result.

Let the Ray of Purity Be Your Pillar of Fire

Elohim of Purity — October 12, 2020
The Elohim of Purity reminds you about what you have
learned, understood, and established as a student of the Light. The
Elohim Purity asks: Now that you have a greater understanding
and you have had revealed to your outer consciousness the Truth
of who you are, what will you do with it? Each day you are given
new opportunity to galvanize the Light of God within you and to
accelerate your attainment in the wise use of that Light to manifest
more of the Attributes of your Presence. Your forcefield must be
sealed off from the astral and psychic planes. You must have the
Charge of Light polarizing you to your Presence, allowing for the
Light of Purity to move into action, while visualizing the Pillars
of the Holy Kumaras. Know the great Service performed in the
Pillar of Purity by Sujata in the Temple of the Holy Kumaras. For
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when this Light streams forth, it is holding the fabric of that Divine
Providence, which is the Edenic Blueprint of all that is to come to
be in the world of form and formlessness throughout the Kingdom
of God! Elohim Purity states that the daily transmutation of your
returning karma is Wisdom put into action!

Focusing and Concentrating the Power of the Light

Discourse — October 16, 2020
Establishing a charged forcefield requires great Power,
an ongoing, rolling Momentum of God Light. The focal point of
that Power is the Heart, Head, and Hands of our own Mighty I AM
Presence. That Power is passed along through the Crystal Cord. It
is intended to come down along the Spinal Altar to the base of the
spine and then as a return current to the Mighty I AM Presence. The
Crystal Cord energy flows forth wherever the attention directs it.
Our goal is to realize this and cease the indiscriminate focus of our
attention, keeping it concentrated on the Mighty I AM Presence at
all times so that God Power can flow forth into our world and out
to the world around us.

The Emerald Ray Is the Key to Unlocking the Cosmos

Vesta — October 16, 2020
The purpose of having the ability to issue forth the Christ
Command is so the Fullness of the Mind of God draws forth from
the Emerald Ray the Ascended Master Way of Life you are to live.
Just as Beloved Vesta and Helios can call forth the Emerald Ray
to consume unreality, so can your own Mighty I AM Presence.
You entered life charged with the momentum and opportunity to
live an Ascended Master Way of Life. The Emerald Ray is your
secret creative key to the unlocking of the Cosmos with your Christ
Command. When you call forth the Emerald Matrix, the Charge
will go forth to manifest the Vision of the Mind of God and you
will be Victorious. You can draw upon the Pillars of Light of the
Holy Kumaras through the Threefold Flame of your Heart.
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The Greatest Momentum Is to Love God with All Your Heart

El Morya — October 16, 2020
Understanding that the Mighty I AM Presence is always
in command assures you that your call to your Presence will always
be answered with the Full Momentum of your Presence. When and
how your call is answered will be determined by your Presence, so
you must have Patience as you continue to hold the Charge of God
Momentum in your consciousness. This is how the Will of God for
your lifestream enables you to fulfill your Fiery Destiny. In every
incarnation, your Presence has a cycle of accomplishment to be
fulfilled for you to advance that Destiny forward. Every aspect of
life you engage in should be part of God’s Will. The Constancy
of your communion with the Threefold Flame of your Heart will
prepare you and inform you of actions required to be taken.

Receiving All from and Returning All to the Presence

Discourse — October 17, 2020
There needs to be the recognition that whatever the
Victories or seeming accomplishments of the outer self, they are all
enabled by the Crystal Cord energy being supplied by the Mighty
I AM Presence. So the fruits of one’s labors should be placed upon
the Altar and returned to the Mighty I AM Presence for its Blessing
so it can all be drawn up and multiplied by the Light. This requires
releasing attachment to outer objects and accomplishments and
giving all of oneself back to the Presence so God can be All-in-All.
Then you have given Gratitude back to the Presence and the cycle
has been completed, allowing more of your Presence to flow forth
through you and out to the world.
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Adhere to Your Identity as the Christ

Peace & Aloha — October 17, 2020
The true measure of your wealth is your attainment in
the Momentum of God. Being a just steward of all you have been
given means pouring it into all the avenues of life your Presence
desires. When your vehicles are charged with Light and you feel
Divine Momentum flowing forth, you know you are in the right
place fulfilling your Divine Destiny. No matter your profession,
age or education, you have the opportunity to bring forth more
God Momentum right where you are. Knowing that the Presence
of God abides where you are brings a depth of Peace you are able
to experience. When you know the Flame of God is sustained in the
Temple of the Holy Kumaras, you have greater opportunity to enter
into the Service of God and bring it forth.

Q&A with Monroe Shearer

October 17, 2020
The Anointed Representative, Monroe Julius Shearer,
expressed how much he and Carolyn miss having everyone present
for the Conferences and Acropolis. In the Q&A, he then explains
that before creation could come forth, God had to individualize.
And so any time there was a momentous occurrence or healing,
there was always an Initiate in embodiment fulfilling the Law
of Octaves of the Heart Flame of the Mighty I AM Presence.
Questions were asked about the sub-planes, the astral and psychic
planes, and about the existence of the Causal Presence and Christ
Presence prior to the Fiat Lux Moment. There was also the
explanation of how the Ascension is the ultimate Coming-To-Be.
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I AM The Way

Discourse — October 18, 2020
Your Christ Presence is as close as the beat of your Heart
and has taken your silent prayers to the Heart of your Presence
to produce the out-picturing of your aspirations. Today we are
celebrating the Freedom to know oneself as the Presence and to
use the name I AM freely. Though there may seem to be problems,
always remember I AM the Way. Your Presence is always affirming
I AM the Way for the solution to any challenge you face. The full
answer for the Perfect outcome is always present. Only karmic
conditions prevent the answer from immediately appearing. Your
calls, study, and devotions are necessary because you are in the
process of cooperating with your Presence. When your will is
one with the Will of your Mighty I AM Presence, your Victory is
assured.

We Anchor Freedom’s Flame from Our Temple

Sanat Kumara — October 18, 2020
Sanat Kumara tells us that the Holy Kumaras anchor
Freedom’s Flame from their Temple so you will be free to be
the Presence of God, unencumbered by unreality and human
consciousness. You need only invoke the Violet Flame to have
records of past misdeeds consumed. You can invoke the Power of
the Mighty I AM Presence to enable your Presence to have the
Freedom to conduct its affairs and pursue its Destiny in this era.
If you are invoking the Light but not accelerating, you are not
fulfilling the Law of your Being adequately. Call upon God, enter
into the Great Silence, and listen to what God will share with you.
Allow your Heart Flame to carry you into the Fullness of your
Presence to receive the Charge of Elohim and the Rays that the
Holy Kumaras send to assist you to attain a greater attunement
with God.
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Embrace Your Blessings and Move into the Light of God

Lord Gautama — October 25, 2020
In all ways, your Presence reveals to you those patterns
of life that must go into the Flame and be no more so the Threefold
Flame of your Heart can take its rightful place in your life. Look
to the Flame upon your Heart to open new areas of life and new
opportunities to you. Your Heart Flame interprets the atmosphere
around you, discerning whether it contains a vibration worthy for
your Presence to abide within. As you internalize the instruction,
Cosmic Law is put into action in your life and you carry out the
Will, Desire, and Love of your Presence. God loves God in Action
and that allows you to expand God moving throughout the world,
the Cosmos, and All of God.
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